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Abstract

In this paper we present a free, open
source platform, that translates in real time
(written) European Portuguese into Por-
tuguese Sign Language, being the signs
produced by an avatar. We discuss basic
needs of such a system in terms of Nat-
ural Language Processing and Animation
Synthesis, and propose an architecture for
it. Moreover, we have selected a set of
existing tools that couple with our free,
open-source philosophy, and implemented
a prototype with them. Several case stud-
ies were conducted. A preliminary evalu-
ation was done and, although the transla-
tion possibilities are still scarce and some
adjustments still need to be done, our plat-
form was already much welcomed by the
deaf community.

1 Introduction

Several computational works dealing with the
translation of sign languages from and into their
spoken counter-parts have been developed in the
last years. For instance, (Barberis et al., 2011)
describes a study targeting the Italian Sign Lan-
guage, (Lima et al., 2012) targets LIBRAS, the
Brazilian Sign Language, and (Zafrulla et al.,
2011) the American Sign Language. Some of the
current research focus on sign language recogni-
tion (as the latter), some in translating text (or
speech) into a sign language (like the previously
mentioned work dedicated to Italian). Some works
aim at recognising words (again, like the latter),
others only letters (such as the work about LI-
BRAS). Only a few systems perform the two-sided
translation, which is the case of the platform im-
plemented by the Microsoft Asia group system
(Chai et al., 2013), and the Virtual Sign Transla-
tor (Escudeiro et al., 2013).

Unfortunately, sign languages are not universal
or a mere mimic of its country’s spoken counter-
part. For instance, Brazilian Sign Language is not
related with the Portuguese one. Therefore, none
or little resources can be re-used when one moves
from one (sign) language to another.

There is no official number for deaf persons in
Portugal, but the 2011 census (Instituto Nacional
de Estatística (INE), 2012) mentions 27,659 deaf
persons, making, however, no distinction in the
level of deafness, and on the respective level of
Portuguese and Portuguese Sign Language (LGP)
literacy. The aforementioned Virtual Sign Trans-
lator targets LGP, as well as the works described
in (Bento, 2103) and (Gameiro et al., 2014). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, none of these
works explored how current Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks can be applied to help
the translation process of written Portuguese into
LGP, which is one of the focus of this paper. In
addition, we also study the needs of such trans-
lator in terms of Animation Synthesis, and pro-
pose a free, open-source platform, integrating state
of the art technology from NLP and 3D anima-
tion/modelling . Our study was based on LGP
videos from different sources, such as the Spread
the Sign initiative1, and static images of hand con-
figurations presented in an LGP dictionary (Bal-
tazar, 2010). The (only) LGP grammar (Amaral
et al., 1994) was also widely consulted. Neverthe-
less, we often had to recur to the help of an inter-
preter.

Based on this study we have implemented a pro-
totype, and examined several case studies. Fi-
nally, we performed a preliminary evaluation of
our prototype. Although much work still needs to
be done, the feedback from deaf associations was
very positive. Extra details about this work can
be found in (Almeida, 2104) and (Almeida et al.,

1http://www.spreadthesign.com
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2015). The whole system is freely available2.
This paper is organised as follows: Section 2

describes the proposed architecture, and Section 3
its implementation. In Section 4 we present our
prototype and, in Section 5, a preliminary evalua-
tion. Section 6 surveys related work and Section 7
concludes, pointing directions for future work.

2 Proposed architecture

Figure 1 presents the envisaged general architec-
ture.

Figure 1: Proposed architecture

We followed a gloss-based approach, where
words are associated to their ‘meaning’ through a
dictionary. The order of the glosses is calculated
according with the LGP grammar (structure trans-
fer). Then, glosses are converted into gestures by
retrieving the individual actions that compose it.
In the last and final stage, the animation is syn-
thesised by placing each action in time and space
in a non-linear combination. The current platform
is based on hand-crafted entries/rules, as there is
no large-scale parallel corpus available that would
allow us to follow recent tendencies in Machine
Translation.

In the next sections we detail the three main
components of this platform, namely the NLP, the
Lookup and the Animate components, by focus-
ing on the needs of the translation system and how
these components contribute to it.

2.1 The Natural Language Processing
component

As usual, the first step consists in splitting the in-
put text into sentences. These are tokenised into

2http://web.ist.utl.pt/~ist163556/
pt2lgp

words and punctuation. Then, possible ortho-
graphic errors are corrected. After this step, a ba-
sic approach could directly consult the dictionar-
ies, find the words that are translated into sign lan-
guage, and return the correspondent actions, with-
out further processing. However, other NLP tools
can still contribute to the translation process.

Some words in European Portuguese are signed
in LGP as a sequence of signs, related with the
stem and affixes of the word. Therefore, a stem-
mer can be used to identify the stem and relevant
suffixes (and prefixes), which allows to infer, for
instance, the gender and number of a given word.
Thus, we still might be able to properly translate a
word that was not previously translated into LGP
(or, at least, produce something understandable),
if we are able to find its stem and affixes. To il-
lustrate this, take as example the word ‘coelhinha’
(‘little female rabbit’). If we are able to identify
its stem, ‘coelho’ (rabbit), and the suffix ‘inha’
(meaning, roughly, female (the ‘a’) and small (the
‘inho’)), we can translate that word into LGP by
signing the words ‘female’ + ‘rabbit’ + ‘small’,
in this order (which, in fact, is how it should be
signed).

A Part-of-Speech (POS) tagger can also con-
tribute to the translation process:

• It can couple with the stemmer in the identi-
fication of the different types of affixes (for
instance, in Portuguese, a common noun that
ends in ‘ões’ is probably a plural).

• As there are some morphosyntactic cate-
gories that have a special treatment in LGP, it
is important to find the correspondent words.
For instance, according with (Bento, 2103),
articles are omitted in LGP ((Amaral et al.,
1994) reports doubts in the respect of their
existence), and thus could be ignored when
identified. Also, the Portuguese grammar
(Amaral et al., 1994) refers a temporal line in
the gesturing space with which verbs should
concord with in past, present and future
tenses. Thus, to be able to identify the tense
of a verb can be very important.

• A POS tagger usual feeds further processing,
as for instance named entity recognisers and
syntactic analysers.

A Named Entity Recognizer allows to identify
names of persons. It is usual, among the deaf, to
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name a person with a sign (his/her gestural name),
often with a meaning in accordance to his/her
characteristics. For instance, names of public per-
sonalities, such as the current Portuguese prime
minister, usually have a gestural name. However,
if this name is unknown, fingerspelling the letters
of his/her name is what should be done.

A Syntactic Analyser if fundamental to iden-
tify the syntactic components of the sentence, such
as subject, and object, as LGP is usually Object–
Subject–Verb (OSV), while spoken Portuguese is
predominantly Subject–Verb–Object (SVO). It
does not matter if it is a dependency parser or a
constituents-based one. The only requirement is
that, at the end, it allows structure transfer rules
to be applied to the glosses. Finally, a sentiment
analyser would allow to infer subjective informa-
tion towards entities and the generality of the sen-
tence, so that emotional animation layers and fa-
cial expression reinforcement can be added to the
result.

After all this processing, a bilingual dictio-
nary (glosses) is consulted, so that meaningful se-
quences of words (glosses) are identified (lexical
transfer), and a set of syntactic rules applied, so
that the final order of the set of glosses is identi-
fied.

2.2 Lookup stage
Being given a sequence of glosses, the goal of the
Lookup stage is to obtain a set of actions’ identi-
fiers for the animation.

The difficulty in designing this step is derived
from the fact that many Portuguese words and con-
cepts do not have a one-to-one matching in LGP.
Also, gestures may be composed of several ac-
tions, which in turn, may be compound of several
actions (the gestures subunits). Finally, some con-
texts need to be added to the database in order to
help this step.

2.3 Animate
This stage receives a sequence of actions to be
composed into a fluid animation, along with a set
of hints on how best to do so, for example, if the
gestures are to be fingerspelled or not. The ani-
mation stage is responsible for the procedural syn-
thesis of the animation by blending gestures and
gesture subunits together.

We propose an approach where gestures are
procedurally built and defined from an high-level
description, based on the following parameters

identified in other works (Liddell and Johnson,
1989; Liddell, 2003) as gesture subunits: a) hand
configuration, orientation, placement, and move-
ment, and; b) non manual (facial expressions and
body posture).

The base hand configurations are Sign Lan-
guage (SL) dependent. The parameter definition
for orientation, placement and movement is often
of relative nature. For example, gestures can be
signed ‘fast’, ‘near’, ‘at chest level’, ‘touching the
cheek’ and so on. The definition of speed is depen-
dent on the overall speed of the animation, and the
definition of locations is dependent on the avatar
and its proportions.

2.3.1 Rig
To setup the character, an humanoid mesh with
appropriate topology for animation and real-time
playback is needed. Then, we need to associate it
with the mechanism to make it move, the rig. We
suggest a regular approach with a skinned mesh to
a skeleton and bones.

Bones should be named according to a conven-
tion for symmetry and easy identification in the
code. For the arms and hands, the skeleton can ap-
proximately follow the structure of a human skele-
ton. The rig ideally should have an Inverse Kine-
matics (IK) tree chain defined for both arms, root-
ing in the spine and ending in the hands. All
fingers should also be separate IK chains, allow-
ing for precise posing of contacts. Ideally, the
IK chains should consider weight influence so that
bones closer to the end-effector (hands and finger-
tips) are more affected, and the bones in the spine
and shoulder nearly not so. The rig should also
provide a hook to control the placing of the shoul-
der, and should make use of angle and other con-
straints for the joints, so as to be easier to pose and
harder to place in an inconsistent position.

Finally, the rig should have markers for place-
ment of the hands in the signing space and in com-
mon contact areas in the mesh. These markers en-
sure that gestures can be defined with avatar de-
pendent terms (eg. ‘near’, ‘touching the nose’).

The markers in the signing space can be inferred
automatically using the character’s skeleton mea-
sures (Kennaway, 2002; Hanke, 2004), forming a
virtual 3D grid in front of the character (Figure 2).

The markers in the mesh need to be defined
manually and skinned to the skeleton in a con-
sistent manner with the nearby vertices. Figure
3 shows a sample rig, with key areas in the face
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Figure 2: Virtual 3D marker grid defining the sign-
ing space in front of the character

and body identified by a bone with a position and
orientation in space.

Figure 3: Definition of key contact areas in the rig

2.3.2 Building the gestures
It is now necessary to record (key) the poses in
a good timing to build a gesture. Whichever the
keying methodology, all basic hand poses and fa-
cial expressions should be recorded and can then
be combined given the high level description of
the gesture. The description should specify the
gesture using the mentioned parameters: keyed
hand configurations, placement and orientation us-
ing the spatial marks, and movement also using the
marks and the overall speed of the animation.

The intersections defined by the grid from Fig-
ure 2, in conjunction with marks from Figure 3
define the set of avatar relative locations where the
hands can be placed. Knowing the location where
the hand should be, it can be procedurally placed
with IK, guarantying physiologically possible an-
imation with the help of other constraints.

Figure 4 shows the result of hand placement in
a key area using two distinct avatars with signifi-
cantly different proportions.

While this approach works well for static ges-
tures, several problems appear when introducing
movement. Gestures can change any of its pa-
rameters during the realisation, requiring a blend-
ing from the first definition (of location, orienta-

Figure 4: Avatars using the key areas

tion, configuration. . . ) to the second. The type
of blending is very important for the realism of
the animation. Linear blending between two keys
would result in robotic movements. Linear move-
ment in space from one key location to another
will also result in non realistic motions and even
in serious collision problems (Elliott et al., 2007).
For example, making a movement from an ear to
the other. This is a problem of arcs. Addition-
ally, more movements need to be defined in order
to accommodate other phenomena, such as finger
wiggling and several types of hand waving.

2.3.3 Blending the gestures

Moving to the sentence level, synthesising the fi-
nal fluid animation is now a matter of agreeing the
individual gestures in space, of realistic interpola-
tion of keys in time, and of blending actions with
each other in a non-linear way.

A reasoning module, capable of placing ges-
tures grammatically in the signing space, and mak-
ing use of the temporal line, entity allocation in
space and other phenomena typically observed in
SLs (Liddell, 2003) is needed.

The interpolation between animation keys is
given by a curve that can be modeled to express
different types of motion. The individual actions
for each gesture should be concatenated with each
other and with a ‘rest pose’ at the beginning and
end of the utterance. The animation curves should
then be tweaked, following the principles of ani-
mation.

Counter animation and secondary movement is
also very important for believability and percepti-
bility. For example, when one hand contacts the
other or some part of the head, it is natural to react
to that contact, by tilting the head (or hand) against
the contact and physically receiving the impact.
Besides the acceleration of the dominant hand, the
contact is mainly perceived in how it is received,
being very different in a case of gentle brushing,
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slapping or grasping. This may be the only detail
that allows distinguishing of gestures that other-
wise may convey the same meaning.

Finally, actions need to be layered for express-
ing parallel and overlapping actions. This is the
case for facial animation at the same time as man-
ual signing and of secondary animation, such as
blinking or breathing, to convey believability. The
channels used by some action may be affected by
another action at the same time. Thus, actions
need to be prioritised, taking precedence in the
blending with less important, or ending actions.

3 Implementation

We have chosen to use the Natural Language
ToolKit (NLTK)3 for NLP tasks and Blender4 as
the 3D package for animation.

The NLTK is widely used by the NLP commu-
nity and offers taggers, parsers, and other tools in
several languages, including Portuguese. Thus, it
was chosen for all the tasks concerning NLP.

Blender is an open-source project, which allows
accessing and operating on all the data (such as an-
imation and mesh) via scripting. It offers a Python
API for scripts to interact with the internal data
structures, operators on said data, and with the in-
terface. Moreover, Blender also offers the infras-
tructure to easily share and install addons. There-
fore, the prototype was implemented as an addon,
with all the logic, NLP and access to the rig and
animation data done in Python. The interface is a
part of Blender using the pre-existing widgets, and
the avatar is rendered in real-time using the view-
port renderer.

3.1 The Natural Language Processing step

The modules implemented in our system can be
seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: NLP pipeline

We also use the concept of “hint”, that is, a tag
that suggests if a word should be signed or spelled.
Three different types of hints are possible: GLOSS
(words that are not numeric quantities and have a

3http://www.nltk.org
4http://www.blender.org

specific gesture associated), FGSPELL (for words
that should be fingerspelled), and NUMERAL (for
numeric quantities). The NLP module tries to
attribute a label to each word (or sequences of
words), which are then used when consulting the
dictionary (‘Lexical Transfer’).

In what concerns the NLP pipeline, we start
with an ‘Error correcting and normalization’ step,
which enforces lowercase and the use of latin char-
acters. Common spelling mistakes should be cor-
rected at this step. Then, the input string is split
into sentences and then into words (tokenization).
As an example, the sentence ‘o joão come a sopa’
(‘João eats a soup’), becomes [’o’, ’joão’, ’come’,
’a’, ’sopa’]. A stemmer identifies suffixes and pre-
fixes. Thus, the word ‘coelhinha’ (as previously
said, ‘little female rabbit’), is understood, by its
suffix (‘inha’), to be a female and small derivation
of the root coelh(o). Therefore, ‘coelhinha’ is con-
verted into [MULHER, COELHO, PEQUENO],
hinted to be all part of the same gloss.

We have used the treebank ‘floresta sintática’
(Afonso et al., 2002) for training our ‘POS-
tagger’. The output of the POS-tagger for the sen-
tence ‘o joão come a sopa’ is now [(’o’, ’art’),
(’joão’, ’prop’), (’come’, ’v-fin’), (’a’, ’prp’),
(’sopa’, ’n’)].

We have used a Named Entity Recognizer to
find proper names of persons. Our system fur-
ther supports a list of portuguese names and pub-
lic personalities names with their matching gestu-
ral name. For these specific entities, the system
uses the known gesture instead of fingerspelling
the name.

The POS-tags and recognised entities also con-
tribute with hints. These hints are then confirmed
(or not) in the next step, the ‘Lexical Transfer’,
where we converted all the words to their corre-
sponding gloss, using the dictionary, where the
word conversions are stored. As an example, the
word ‘sopa’ would lead to [’GLOSS’, [’SOPA’]],
‘joao’ to [’FGSPELL’, [’J’, ’O’, ’A’, ’O’]] and
‘two’ to [’NUMERAL’, [’2’]] (notice that articles
were discarded). Also, we provide the option of
fingerspelling all the unrecognised words.

Finally, in what respects Structure Transfer,
the current implementation only supports ba-
sic re-ordering of sequences of ‘noun - verb -
noun’, in an attempt to convert the SVO order-
ing used in Portuguese to the more common struc-
ture of OSV used in LGP. We have also im-
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plement another type of re-ordering, which re-
gards the switching of adjectives and quantities
to the end of the affected noun. Following
this process, [[’GLOSS’, [’SOPA’]], [’FGSPELL’,
[’J’,’O’,’A’,’O’]], [’GLOSS’, [’COMER-SOPA’]]]
is the final output for the sentence O João come
a sopa, and the input dois coelhos (‘two rab-
bits’) results in [[’GLOSS’, [’COELHO’]], [’NU-
MERAL’, [’2’]].

3.2 The Lookup step
The Lookup step, given a gloss, is done via a
JSON file mimicking a database constituted of a
set of glosses and a set of actions. Action ids are
mapped to blender actions, that are, in turn, refer-
enced by the glosses. One gloss may link to more
than one action, which are assumed to be played
sequentially.

Figure 6 shows that coelho (‘rabbit’) has a one-
to-one mapping, that casa (‘house’) corresponds
to one action and that cidade (‘city’) is a composed
word, formed by casa and a morpheme with no
isolated meaning.

Figure 6: Database design

Knowing that gestures in LGP can be heavily
contextualised, we added to the gloss structure an
array of contexts with associated actions. Figure
7 shows the case of the verb comer (‘to eat’) that
is classified with what is being eaten. When no
context is given by the NLP module, the default is
considered to be the sequence in ‘actions’.

Figure 7: Supporting gloss contextualisation

3.3 The animation step
We start by setting the avatar by rigging and skin-
ning. We chose rigify as a base for the rig, that
needs to be extended with the spatial marks, to be
used when synthesising the animation. The an-
imation is synthesised by directly accessing and

modifying the action and f-curve data. We always
start and end a sentence with the rest pose, and,
for concatenating the actions, we blend from one
to the other in a given amount of frames by using
Blender’s Non Linear Action (NLA) tools that al-
low action layering. Channels that are not used in
the next gesture, are blended with the rest pose in-
stead. Figure 8 illustrates the result for the gloss
sentence ‘SOPA J-O-A-O COME’.

Figure 8: Action layering resulting of a translation

We adjust the number of frames for blending ac-
cording to the hints received. For fingerspelling
mode, we expand the duration of the hand config-
uration (that is originally just one frame) and blend
it with the next fingerspelling in less frames than
when blending between normal gloss actions. We
also expand this duration when entering and leav-
ing the fingerspell.

3.4 The interface

The interface consists of an input text box, a but-
ton to translate, and a 3D view with the signing
avatar, which can be rotated and zoomed, allowing
to see the avatar from different perspectives. Fig-
ure 9 shows the main translation interface (blue).
Additionally, we provide an interface for export-
ing video of the signing (orange) and a short de-
scription of the project (green).

Figure 9: User Interface for the prototype

In what concerns the choice of the avatar, the
character only needs to be imported into Blender
and skinned to a rigify armature. Several char-
acters were tested with success, with examples in
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Figure 10.

Figure 10: Example of some of the supported
avatars

4 Case studies

Parallel to the development of the prototype, we
devised a series of case studies to test the flexibil-
ity of the architecture and technology choices. We
started with posing base hand configurations in a
limited context case, passing then to full words,
their derivations and blending between them. Fi-
nally, we tested the prototype with full sentences.

4.1 Basic gestures
All the 57 different hand configurations for LGP
were manually posed and keyed from references
gathered from (Baltazar, 2010; Amaral et al.,
1994; Ferreira, 1997), and also from the Spread
the Sign project videos. These hand configuration
are composed of 26 hand configurations for letters,
10 for numbers, 13 for named configurations and 8
extra ones matching greek letters. This task posed
no major problem.

4.2 Numbers
Numbers can be used as a quantitative qualifier, as
the isolated number (cardinal), as an ordinal num-
ber, and as a number that is composed of others
(eg. 147). Gestures associated with each number
also vary their forms if we are expressing a quan-
tity, a repetition or a duration, and if we are using
them as an adjective or complement to a noun or
verb.

Reducing the test case to ordinal numbers, the
main difficulty is to express numbers in the order
of the tens and up. Most cases seem to be “fin-
gerspelt”, for example, ‘147’ is signed as ‘1’, fol-
lowed by ‘4’ and ‘7’ with a slight offset in space as
the number grows. Numbers from ‘11’ to ‘19’ can
be signed with a blinking movement of the units’
number. Some numbers, in addition to these sys-
tem, have a totally different gesture as an abbrevi-
ation, as is the example of the number ‘11’.

Doing a set of base hand configurations to start,
proved to be a good choice as it allowed to test the
hand rig and basic methodology. The ten (0 to 9)
hand configurations are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Hand configurations for numbers (0-9)

4.3 Common nouns and adjectives

A couple of words were chosen, such as ‘coelho’
(‘rabbit’), with no serious criteria. Several words
deriving from the stem ‘coelho’ were imple-
mented, such as ‘coelha’ (‘female rabbit’) and
‘coelhinho’ (‘little rabbit’). In the former, the ges-
ture for “female” is performed before the gesture
for “rabbit”. In the latter, the gesture for the noun
is followed with the gesture for the adjective (thus,
‘coelho pequeno’ (‘little rabbit’) and ‘coelhinho’
result in the same translation). Figure 12 illus-
trates both cases.

Figure 12: Gestures for ‘coelha’ and ‘coelhinho’

4.4 Proper Nouns

As previously said, if the person does not have a
gestural name that is known by the system, the let-
ters of his/her name should be fingerspelled. This
morpho-syntactic category posed no major prob-
lem.
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4.5 Verbs
When the use of the verb is plain, with no past
or future participles, the infinitive form is used in
LGP. For instance, for the regular use of the verb
‘to eat’, the hand goes twice to the mouth, closing
from a relaxed form, with palm up. However, this
verb in LGP is highly contextualised with what
is being eaten. The verb should be signed recur-
ring to different hand configurations and expres-
siveness, describing how the thing is being eaten.

4.6 Sentences
After testing isolated words, we proceed to the
full sentence: ‘O João come a sopa’, an already
seen example, often used as a toy example in Por-
tuguese studies. The verb gesture had to be ex-
tended, as for eating soup, it is done as if handling
a spoon (for instance, for eating apples, the verb
is signed as if holding the fruit)5. Considering the
previous mentioned re-ordering from SVO (spoke
Portuguese) to OSV (LGP), Figure 13 shows the
resulting alignments.

Figure 13: Alignment for European Portuguese
and LGP of the sentence ‘John eats the soup’

5 Evaluation

A preliminary evaluation was conducted by col-
lecting informal feedback from the deaf commu-
nities of two Portuguese deaf associations.

5.1 Usefulness
Both associations were asked for comments on the
whole idea behind this work, and if and how such
application would be useful. Both were skeptical
towards the possibility of achieving accurate trans-
lations, or of animating enough vocabulary for a
final product, but the feedback was positive for the
idea of an application that would translate to LGP,
even if just isolated words were considered.

5.2 Translation Quality
The correctness and perceptibility was evaluated
by six adult deaf persons and interpreters. The
avatar was set to play the translations for coelha

5These contextualisations are not evident in the most re-
cent and complete LGP dictionary (Baltazar, 2010).

(‘female rabbit’), casa (‘house’) and coelhinho
(‘small rabbit’). The viewers were asked, indi-
vidually, to say or write in Portuguese what was
being signed, with no previous information about
the possibilities. In the second interaction of the
system, a full sentence was added with limited
variability of the form ‘A eats B’, where the verb
‘to eat’ is signed differently according to ‘B’. All
the gestures were recognised as well as the sen-
tence’s meaning, except for the inflection of the
verb with a ‘soup’ object, that is signed as if han-
dling a spoon. All of the testers recognised cor-
rectly the results, without hesitations, saying that
the signs were all very clear and only lacking fa-
cial reinforcement to be more realistic.

5.3 Adequacy of the Avatar

The feedback from the deaf testers regarding the
avatar looks was also very positive. There were
no negative comments besides the observation that
there is no facial animation. All hearing testers
were also highly engaged with the system, test-
ing multiple words and combinations, frequently
mimicking the avatar.

The interest and attention observed, indicates
that users had no difficulty in engaging with the
avatar and found it either neutral or appealing.
When asked about it, the answers were positive
and the gesture blending and transitions, when no-
ticed, was commented to be very smooth. How-
ever, sometimes the animation was deemed too
slow or too fast. The animation generation should
take play speed in consideration according to the
expertise of the user.

6 Related Work

As ours, several systems also target the mapping
of text (or speech) in one language into the corre-
spondent signed language. Some of these systems
resulted from local efforts of research groups or
from local projects, and are focused in one sin-
gle pair of languages (the spoken and the corre-
spondent sign language); others aggregate the ef-
forts of researchers and companies from differ-
ent countries, and, thus, aim at translating dif-
ferent languages pairs (some using an interlin-
gua approach). For instance, Virtual Sign (Escud-
eiro et al., 2013) is a Portuguese funded project
that focus in the translation between European
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Portuguese and LGP, while eSIGN6 was an EU-
funded project built on a previous project, ViSi-
CAST7, whose aim was to provide information in
sign language, using avatar technology, in the Ger-
man and British sign languages, as well as in Sign
Language of the Netherlands.

Our proposal follows in a traditional transfer
machine translation paradigm of text-to-gloss/-
avatar. Due to the lack of parallel corpora be-
tween European Portuguese and LGP, a data-
driven method, example- and statistical-based ap-
proaches were not an option (see (Morrissey,
2008) for a study on this topic). Approaches such
as the one of VISICAST (and eSIGN) (Elliott et
al., 2008), which rely on formalisms, such as Dis-
course Representation Structures (DRS), used as
intermediate semantic representations, were also
not a solution, as, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there are no free, open-source tools to cal-
culate these structures for the Portuguese lan-
guage. Thus, we focused in a simpler approach,
that could profit from existing open-source tools,
which could be easily used for Portuguese (and for
many other languages).

We should also refer recent work concern-
ing LGP, namely the works described in (Bento,
2103), (Gameiro et al., 2014) and (Escudeiro et
al., 2013). The first focus on the mapping of hu-
man gestures into the ones of an avatar. The sec-
ond targets the teaching of LGP, which the previ-
ously mentioned Virtual Sign also does (Escudeiro
et al., 2014). The third contributes with a bidi-
rectional sign language translator, between writ-
ten portuguese and LGP, although it is not clear
their approach in what respects text to sign lan-
guage translation.

7 Conclusions and future work

We have presented a prototype that couples dif-
ferent NLP modules and animation techniques
to generate a fluid animation of LGP utterances,
given a text input in European Portuguese. We
have further conducted a preliminary evaluation
with the deaf community, which gave us positive
feedback. Although a working product would be
highly desirable and would improve the lives of
many, there is still much to be done before we can
reach that stage.

6http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/
esign/

7See, for instance, http://www.visicast.cmp.
uea.ac.uk/Visicast_index.html

As future work we intend to perform a formal
evaluation of our system, so that we can prop-
erly assess its impact. Also, we intend to extend
the existing databases. Particularly inspiring is
ProDeaf8, a translation software for LIBRAS, the
Brasilian Sign Language, that, besides several fea-
tures, allows the crowd to contribute by adding
new word/sign pairs. In our opinion, this is an ex-
cellent way of augmenting the system vocabulary,
although, obviously, filters are needed in this type
of scenarios. In the current version of the system,
words that are not in the dictionary are simply ig-
nored. It could be interesting to have the avatar
fingerspelling them. Nevertheless, the system will
probably have to be extended in other dimensions,
as a broader coverage will lead to finer semantic
distinctions, and a more sophisticated NLP rep-
resentation will be necessary. We will also need
to explore a way of simplifying the information
concerning the contextualisation of a verb. For
example, by storing categories of objects rather
than the objects themselves. Moreover, we intent
to move to the translation from LGP to European
Portuguese. Here, we will follow the current ap-
proaches that take advantage of Kinect in the ges-
ture recognition step.
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